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Jodi Topitz

 Jodi Topitz is the founder and creator of we2me®, a 
unique interior design and mentoring service that helps 
ddivorced adults and their kids feel happy and comfortable in 
their new space, as they've gone from "we to me" married to 
single, empty nesters, widowers, people wanting to down-size, 
or couples struggling to peacefully blend households. Jodi's 
company benefits from her over 33 years of experience as a 
stylist, artist and designer of an extensive range of adult and 
kid's products and environments.

  Since 1994, Jodi has provided her expert interior styling 
and all surface artistry to residential and commercial spaces 
nationwide. Jodi specializes in color direction, furniture 
placement, room accessorizing, customized murals, faux 
nishes, and mosaic art.

  “Not only am I an interior stylist, I’m an artist. And 
because I'm an artist, I understand the uplifting, mood 
altering effect behind color and design. Being an artist gives 
me an advantage and unique perspective on how to create a 
space that enhances and nourishes my clients emotional 
and aesthetic needs,” says Jodi.



@we2mejoditopitz

@we2medivorcedecor

we2me.com
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 Jodi has appeared as an interior design expert on several 
television networks and radio stations. Over the course of these 
years, Jodi observed that moving to a new home or reclaiming 
the space you are in can be extremely stressful.  Known for her 
witty, empowering and inspirational advice, Jodi has been 
featured as a Keynote Speaker for several women’s organization 
that include Women’s Global Leadership Alliance and e 
B.I.G. B.I.G. Organization. She is also the host and producer of her 
own cable network television show with a viewer reach of 
60,000 homes regionally.  Jodi has been featured in such 
publications as New York Observer, Psychology Today, and 
Home magazine, and has been featured on WOR Radio 710 
(New York), Women's Broadcast Television Network and more. 

we2me® 
 “A unique Interior Design Service creating HAPPY SPACES 

for all of life’s transitions”


